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ream’s Dark Matter
cymbals are not your
run-of-the-mill cymbals.
With their dark visuals,
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forged origins, they’re
more like something out
of Lord Of The Rings. The
Dark Matter line has recently
expanded from four rides (two
20-inch and two 22-inch) to an
additional 24-inch ride, two crashes
(16-inch and 18-inch), hi-hats (14-inch)
and the massive 22-inch Moon Ride.
The common thread among the various Dark
Matter models is that they have all been through the heating/tempering/shaping
process two full times. Basically, Dream takes a perfectly good cymbal and sticks
#('#$'(/)',-)'*0*#$1'(/)$'2)(&'(/)"'&#('3!-'&)4)-*2'"!$(/&5'6/#&'7-!8)&&'#&'-)&7!$&#ble for creating the complex and dissonant trashiness that characterizes the line.
The Dark Matter Energy series is based off of the company’s Energy line.
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a drier, complex undertone while still retaining the projection and warmth of
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+),$#(#!$'*$+'#$()-)&(#$0'%$+)-(!$)&1'*2!$0'@#(/'*'@*&/#$)&&'(/*('$)4)-'(/-)*(ened to overwhelm. This struck me as a great all-purpose cymbal.
The next set is the Dark Matter Flat Earth rides. These cymbals were based
off of Dream’s 24-inch Small Bell Flat Ride. Originally introduced in 20-inch
and 22-inch models, a 24-inch version has now been added. This cymbal is a
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well as the interesting overtones the Dark Matter process provides. I took the
22-inch and 24-inch for a drive, and they had incredible character (especially
the 24-inch). The undertones were big, washy, dark and exciting. The 22-inch
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enough bite to cut through an ensemble. I discovered I could give both the Dark
Matter Energy and the Dark Matter Flat Earth a good thwhack with the shoul+)-'!3'"9'&(#8?'(!'8-)*()'*$')C72!&#4)'&!%$+'@#(/'*'D%#8?'+)8*9'@/#2)'(/)'2!@&'
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Brian LaRue, Dream’s director of U.S. operations, it’s like an “anvil with tone.”
This is a massive cymbal. If you like the sound of a Hammered K Custom but
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By far the least crashable cymbal in the line due to its thickness, its ping and
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Rounding off the new line is an 18-inch crash/ride, 16-inch crash and the
14-inch hats. The crashes, like the rides, had an explosive attack but trailed off
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of low shimmer to it. The hi-hats were not as washy as I thought they would
be, but they had a good, solid “chick” that cut through nicely when recording.
If you are after a dark, rich cymbal experience, make sure to keep this new
line of Dark Matter cymbals on your radar.
—Matt Kern

ith so many different brands and makes of
metal tenor saxophone mouthpieces available
(!+*91'#('8*$':)')*&9'(!'3!-0)('!$)'!3'(/)'0)$-)H&'+),$itive models: the Vandoren V16 metal.
I recently revisited the V16 metal for tenor, which
has a design reminiscent of old metal Florida Links
and draws its inspiration from the sound of jazz tenor
players dating back to the 1950s. Constructed from
what Vandoren calls “Bell Metal” brass and plated in 24-karat gold, these
heavy mouthpieces have a
warm, overtone-rich sound
and provide lots of power
when called upon. They
feature colorful harmonics, crisp articulation and
a wide dynamic range. In
short, these are very well
balanced pieces.
Upon play-testing the
T75 and T95 from the V16
line, I was immediately stuck by their ability to
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likely be attributed to their
relatively long rail curvatures, straight sidewalls
and medium-small chambers. After playing both
mouthpieces for about 20
minutes, I was impressed
:9'(/)#-'&/))-'A)C#:#2#(9'!3'
tone.
The T75, the standard
model in the V16 line, has
a fairly open tip (2.65mm)
and a medium-long facing.
It blew effortlessly with a
medium reed, and I was
able to get a slightly bright,
focused tone that blended
nicely with the rest of the
sax section (from the second tenor chair).
The T95 features a
wide-open tip (2.95mm) and a long facing, resulting
in a huge sound that makes it suitable for soloing and
wailing. When I went with a softer reed, it felt like I
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The reason the V16s have remained popular
among tenor players is that they provide tonal character with just enough edge. Both mouthpieces played
and responded particularly well with Vandoren’s
Optimum ligature for tenor sax, available in silver or
gold plating.
—Ed Enright

Ordering info: dreamcymbals.com

Ordering info: dansr.com
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